
BEIRUT: The Lebanese pound hit a new low
against the US dollar on the black market Thursday
after a sharp drop that coincided with May 15 par-
liamentary elections. According to websites moni-
toring the exchange rate, the pound crashed below
the symbolic threshold of 35,000 to the greenback,
a historic low for the national currency. For decades,
the Lebanese pound was pegged to the dollar at
1,500, meaning that it has lost around 95 percent of
its value in two years.

A financial crisis widely blamed on government
corruption and mismanagement has caused the
worst economic crisis in Lebanon’s history. The cost
of a full tank of petrol now far exceeds the minimum
monthly wage, mains electricity comes on barely
two hours a day and unaffordable school fees are
driving increased student dropouts. Four out of five
Lebanese are now considered poor by the World
Bank. The country desperately needs an interna-
tional rescue package but the required reforms have
not been forthcoming.

The exchange rate, which is unofficial but applies
to most transactions, had recently stabilized at
around 26,000 to the dollar but took a tumble after
the latest legislative polls. The results brought in a
handful of independents who support the spirit of a
2019 protest movement which called for the whole-
sale ouster of Lebanon’s corrupt and hereditary rul-
ing class. But they also yielded a more scattered
assembly that observers predict could remain stuck
in a political deadlock that will further delay any
meaningful economic recovery program. —AFP
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Abbott apologizes
for US baby 
formula shortage
WASHINGTON: A top Abbott official apologized
Wednesday to US families affected by the baby for-
mula shortage, acknowledging the manufacturer of
the essential product “let you down.” “We are deeply
sorry and are committed to making sure that a short-
age like this never happens again,” said Christopher
Calamari, the senior vice president of nutrition, in tes-
timony before Congress.

He said “it will take time” to regain families’ trust,
but the company is doing everything it can to resolve
the crisis. The United States has been struggling with
a severe shortage of infant formula for months.
Initially caused by supply chain blockages and a lack
of workers due to the pandemic, the shortage was
exacerbated in February when, after the death of two
infants, Abbott announced a “voluntary recall” for for-
mula made at its factory in Michigan.

Regulators forced the company to shut down that
location to resolve complaints it did not adequately
protect against contamination from bacteria. “Frankly,
the inspection results were shocking,” said FDA chief
Robert Califf. There was standing water in key equip-
ment “that present the potential for bacterial contami-
nation,” leaks in the roof and a lack of basic hygiene
facilities such as for washing hands, he said. FDA
teams concluded there was a weak culture of safety
in production for an “essential” good, he said.

However, Calamari said, “we continue to believe
that there is no conclusive evidence to link our for-
mula” to the infant illnesses and deaths blamed on the

bacteria Cronobacter sakazakii. Though the organ-
ism was found in certain areas of the Michigan facto-
ry, the samples were taken from areas that “do not
come into direct contact” with the formula, he said.
Abbott’s Michigan plant is one of the largest formula
factories in the United States, and produces special-
ized recipes for children with certain allergies or
metabolic conditions.

‘No choice’ 
The FDA said it has made a series of visits to the

Sturgis, Michigan location, the last on March 18. “We
knew that ceasing plant operations would create sup-
ply problems but we had no choice given the unsani-
tary conditions,” Califf said. The FDA director

acknowledged that the investigation was slow to start,
which he blamed on the pandemic. He said the agency
could not start the probe until late January because of
Abbott employees testing positive for COVID-19.

The agency’s process was “too slow” and lacked
coordination, Califf admitted, but there was no
“intentional delay.” The crisis has gotten so bad
that President Joe Biden announced last week that
the US government would fly in formula on com-
mercial planes contracted by the military. Biden
also invoked the Defense Production Act to give
baby formula manufacturers first priority in sup-
plies. The first military plane carrying more than 31
tons of formula from Germany landed Sunday at an
airport in Indiana. —AFP

VIRGINIA: Pallets of baby formula are unloaded after being sent in through Operation Fly Formula, at Dulles
International Airport in Dulles, Virginia, on May 25, 2022. — AFP

BEIRUT: A first batch of buses donated by the French government to Lebanon’s public transport sector is unloaded from a cargo ship at the Beirut Port. — AFP

No slump for 
pump and dump
cryptocurrency 
PARIS: In a sleepy corner of the crypto-
economy, the value of an obscure coin called
Enzyme was tumbling downwards along with
its peers earlier this month-but then some-
thing unusual happened on May 15. Enzyme,
also known as MLN, rocketed from 30 cents
to 47 cents in just minutes and daily trading
volumes exploded from around $3 million to
more than $100 mil l ion, according to
CoinGecko.

A few hours later, it crashed back down to
35 cents. The coin had just been “pumped
and dumped”, an age-old scam when traders
get together and orchestrate a price hike to
bag a quick profit. “In the stock market,
pump and dump is illegal, which is why crim-
inals take advantage of the less robust regu-
latory framework around crypto assets,” said
Mircea Mihaescu of compliance outf it
Coinfirm.

The crypto economy has been torn to
shreds in recent weeks with hundreds of bil-
lions knocked off the value of the sector and
some currencies completely collapsing. The
scamming industry-worth some $7.8 billion
last year according to Chainalysis data-has
not given up though. Scammers continue to
find fertile ground on the Telegram app and
Twitter, positioning themselves as benevolent
heroes helping those who have lost out in the
crash. The rationale preys on the cult-like
nature of crypto investing, but experts say it
is far from the truth.

‘Shill it on Twitter’ 
The May 15 call to arms came on a

Telegram group called WallStreetBets -
Pumps. After several messages building the
hype, the group wrote: “The coin we are buy-
ing is $MLN... Shill it on Twitter to make it
trending.” Twitter immediately lit up. “Whales
accumulating, worth a shot!” tweeted a user
called CryptoSanta, referring to the nickname
of mega-rich investors. Enzyme Finance, the
firm that owns the MLN coin but has no link
to the Telegram channel, quickly tried to calm
things down.

“Please be careful of fake accounts looking
to operate pump and dump schemes,” the firm
tweeted, distancing itself from the feeding
frenzy. But everyone who saw the Telegram
messages or the hype on Twitter knew their
only chance to make a profit was to get in and
out fast. In reality, almost all of them would
have lost. The price spike lasted for just min-
utes and the only ones guaranteed success
were those organizing the scam.

“In any pump and dump scheme, every-
one is convinced they are the pumper,” said
behavioral economist Stuart Mills from the
London School of Economics. AFP was
unable to reach WallStreetBets - Pumps for
comment. But it is far from the only group
openly pumping coins on Telegram. Kucoin
Crypto Pumps Trading, for example, is
already advertising a pump timed for next
week. Monaco Pump Group claims to be
run by “two of  the r ichest  whales in
Monaco”. — AFP

Central bank 
slashes rate to 
rein in ruble
MOSCOW: Russia’s central bank cut its key interest
rate Thursday following an emergency meeting, as
authorities seek to rein in the ruble which has surged
in value despite the conflict in Ukraine. The Bank of
Russia slashed the rate to 11 percent from 14 percent,
saying external conditions for the economy remained
“challenging, considerably constraining economic
activity.”

The policy-setting meeting was originally set to
take place on June 10 but the central bank surprised
the market by announcing Wednesday that an extraor-
dinary meeting would take place the next day.
“Financial stability risks decreased somewhat,
enabling a relaxation of some capital control meas-
ures,” it said in a statement on Thursday.

The Bank of Russia said it “holds open the prospect
of key rate reduction at its upcoming meetings.”
Central Bank head Elvira Nabiullina said that Russia
managed to stabilize the economy but it was too early
to “exhale calmly”. “As the economy adapts, it will be
difficult for both companies and citizens,” she said
after the meeting. “The first months were a time of tac-
tical decisions: the first shock of the sanctions had to
be counteracted,” she added.

“As a result, we managed to protect financial stabili-
ty and prevent an inflationary spiral. But this, of course,
does not mean that we can exhale calmly.” The next
rate-setting meeting is set to take place on June 10.
After the West slapped Russia with debilitating sanc-

tions over the start of Moscow’s military campaign in
Ukraine in February, financial authorities introduced
strict capital controls to boost the economy.

Since then, the ruble has staged a spectacular
rebound and strengthened by around 30 percent
against the dollar. After the decision on Thursday, the
ruble weakened by 7 percent against the dollar. A
strong ruble is not desirable for the Russian govern-
ment, which fears it can hit budget revenues and
exports. Generally, lower interest rates are unattractive
for foreign investment and decrease the value of a
country’s currency.

The Kremlin said on Wednesday the government
was paying “special attention” to the strong ruble but
President Vladimir Putin sought to cast the rallying
currency as a positive development. “As we know, the
dollar is shrinking, the ruble is strengthening,” he said
on Wednesday. —AFP

MOSCOW: An illustration photo taken on May 26, 2022,
shows Russian ruble coins in Moscow.  —AFP

UK plans consumer 
support as energy 
bills soar
LONDON: Britain’s finance minister Rishi Sunak
was Thursday to unveil a support package for con-
sumers hit by soaring energy bills, reportedly with
help from a controversial windfall tax on oil giants.
Reports suggest a government package worth £10
billion ($12.5 billion) could be funded in part by an
exceptional levy on soaring profits enjoyed by the
likes of BP and Shell that have benefitted massively
from surging oil and gas prices.

This would be a U-turn for embattled Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, who has insisted such a
move would hinder efforts by oil majors to invest in
greener energy. Sunak was set to address parliament
at around 1030 GMT, a day after Johnson promised
to “move on” from a critical report about his leader-
ship that allowed lockdown-breaking parties at
Downing Street. Both Johnson and Sunak were fined
by police over one breach of the laws they set for
the public, causing widespread outrage.

But Downing Street’s chief of staff Steve Barclay
dismissed suggestions the announcement was timed
to deflect attention from the “Partygate” scandal.
“There is a huge pressure coming for families in
terms of energy costs,” he told Sky News.

In paying for “targeted support”, the government
needed to “look at the balance between how much is
done through debt, and how much is done through
revenue raising”, he added. Britain’s annual inflation
rate has surged to a 40-year high on rocketing ener-
gy costs, squeezing household budgets and leaving
many struggling to make ends meet. —AFP


